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Aurum Lodge

Close to nature...
     ...far from the crowds.

Come and explore magnificent Bighorn Country 
and adjacent National Parks from the comfort 
and seclusion of our B&B Inn or
 self-contained vacation rentals.





















1001 reasons for this place of all seasons


Bighorn Country is a destination on its own and Aurum Lodge provides a secluded base for our guests to explore area attractions and enjoy outdoor activities at any time of the year.
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Accommodations

Comfortable, bright and spacious, quiet, clean, and some come with that million dollar view...
We provide two distinctly different types of accommodation:
Five guest rooms in the lodge, B&B  or with optional evening meals. 

Three self-contained vacation rentals with kitchens, for guests who prefer to cook themselves or travel with their dog(s).



go to: Accommodation Info
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Attractions

Nature enthusiasts appreciate the variety of natural attractions in Bighorn Country and adjacent National Parks.
Our location in the Alberta Rockies allows you to explore our many natural features such as lakes, rivers, waterfalls, canyons, forests and mountains.
In addition, there are historic and native sites and we are within easy reach of many highlights along the Icefields Parkway in Banff or Jasper National Parks.



go to: Area Attractions
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Activities

Nature based outdoor activities will vary, depending on the time of year.
Come and stay with us to enjoy nature far from the crowds and engage in low-impact activities, which include hiking, cycling, horse-back riding, canoeing, climbing, ice-climbing, snow-shoeing and more.
Or simply unwind with a good book or magazine and relax in the seclusion of our magnificent location while enjoying the view.



go to: Activity Suggestions
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All Seasons

We are open year-round, as there is so much to do and see outdoors, no matter what the time of year.
There is really no "best" season, as when you visit, depends mainly on the type of activities you have in mind or certain attractions you wish to experience. 
Nature always awaits you at our doorstep and it will have something interesting to offer you.



go to: When to visit























Need more information? Wish to reserve?


We are only an e-mail or phone call away!







Contact us




















What our guests have to say...








Tripadvisor reviews and ratings
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